
The sweet kiss of the morning sun rising from the east pulled me from my day dreams. Its 

warmth against my cool skin was refreshing after another night of observations. I closed my 

eyes once more and breathed in the morning air slowly and deliberately, the warmth of the sun 

and sounds of a waking forest filling my head. With each inhale and exhale, my stress and worry 

that had been mounting over the past few days began to ease. I had been watching Mordarium 

diligently for the past two days with the pups while Abe scouted the area at night, returning 

only during the day to eat, and so far it had not born fruit. We saw the usual raiding parties 

coming and going as well as the villagers going about their business, but no sign of Nero or 

BaBa.  I suppose I was naïve to think we would find her so quickly, especially without knowing 

what Nero looked like. What I did know was what that any son of Crowley was probably as 

much of a pompous ass as his father and carried themselves as such, and I found that little bit 

of information quite valuable especially at this distance where facial details were nothing but a 

blur. Something would come soon I told myself, something that would lead us to BaBa. Our 

positon was great to survey the overall area, but not for pinpoint observations. Being here 

brought me comfort and a sense of power and control I had been lacking, but I was beginning 

to feel we were going to need to move our position. That, or wait for Nero to raise a white flag 

and wave it around until we spotted him. Unlikely, I thought with a chuckle. 

I rose from my position, the crackling leaves under foot waking Cleo and Zeus and walked 

toward our small fire that was now coals and stoked it back to life. The sun did not reach me on 

the edge of the forest, and I knelt down and added more fuel before rubbing my hands and 

holding them over the now reignited fire. After a moment both pups joined me, undoubtedly 

wondering where Abe was before curling up and laying down by the fire, absorbing the little bit 

of heat it was giving off. After I warmed up I retrieved my sword belt and put it back on before 

rummaging through my pack for breakfast, both pups ears rising and eyes widening at the sight 

of food. No matter how much I fed Cleo she always wanted more, and Zeus had an insatiable 

appetite and was growing daily. I figured Cleo couldn’t resist after starving for however long she 

had to endure being an attack dog. I pulled my kukri and cut a sliver of salted pork from that 

hunk I had removed from my pouch and tossed it toward her, laughing to myself as her jaws 

snapped shut around it. I did the same for Zeus before putting a spike through the hunk and 

setting up a spit to roast the meat.  

I was absorbed in the spinning, sizzling and dripping meat when I began to hear rustling through 

the trees a short distance from me. My body seized up momentarily as the memories of Abe 

and I’s first encounter flashed through my head, the dogs picking up on my anxiety but lazily 

going back to sleep. That relaxed me more than anything could. The pups knew Abe’s smell, 

and their nose was a hell of a lot better than mine. At that moment Abe began to emerge from 

the shadow the canopy cast, the awkward grin plastering his face as he tossed two rabbits at 

me before taking a seat next to me. “Thought I smelled meat,” Abe said, grabbing my roasted 



meat and digging into it, “I’m starved” Abe said through mouthfuls. Apparently Abe had quite 

the nose as well, I thought to myself as I shot him a look that would drop Nero in his tracks 

before reaching for the rabbits and cleaning them. Abe wiped his mouth, “I’m sorry DuPaul I 

can’t help myself. My scent was picked up by a hunter and his hounds last night so I had to 

expend a lot more energy than I intended to get away and make it back safely.” I ignored Abe 

excuse for snatching my breakfast and asked pointedly “Did you find anything?” “Nothing” Abe 

replied, swallowing forcefully. “At least nothing of note.” I could not ignore the feeling of 

sorrow that hit me at that moment, so I took my frustration and angst out on the rabbits before 

me, stabbing them quickly and efficiently through before putting them on the spit. I looked 

back to Abe who had been watching me, a look of sadness on his face. He set down the meat 

before looking at me sternly. “I’m sorry I have failed you DuPaul. We will find her soon, I 

promise.” His words gave me hope, but would it be soon enough? Would I find BaBa, or nothing 

but a corpse? These thought filled my mind as silence fell upon us and I stared into the fire, its 

flickering light dancing mockingly in the shadows that surrounded us. 

“I must rest now DuPaul before I go out tonight; I have one more area I would like to check 

thoroughly before I move on to the next.” “I’ve been thinking Abe,” a raised eye brow his only 

response. “I think tonight you search for a new base camp closer to Mordarium. I’m going 

insane sitting around with the pups while you search. I want to be of some use.” “Very well 

DuPaul, but someone will still need to stay behind and watch the pups, and you know I’m 

better at seeing in the dark.” “I know, I know,” I said, irritation seeping into my voice. “I meant 

like a wooded area closer to Mordarium that can provide cover but I can still observe from. A 

place I can still not be spotted but can gather information. That’s all I’m asking.” Abe only 

nodded before stretching out his arms and legs and rolling over, the pups curling up next to him 

as a slight snore emanating from his mouth a few seconds later.  

I decided I would leave camp and do some scouting of my own not long after Abe had fallen 

asleep. I crept through camp as quietly as I could, gathering my armor and removing my irons 

and some other supplies from my pack before moving to the edge of camp. I buckled on my 

armor, shoved my irons underneath my chest piece and my supplies in a small sack I was taking 

with, grabbed my bow and arrows and melted into the dense shadows cast down by the canopy 

of the thick forest that surrounded me. As I moved through the wooded area toward 

Mordarium I let the sounds of the forest drown out the pounding of blood in my ears. I hadn’t 

been alone in the woods since I was attacked by the mountain wolves, I thought, the old 

wounds aching as images of dark brown fur, blood, and snapping jaws filled my mind. No 

matter I told myself, this is what I must do for BaBa. This time was different; I reminded myself 

as I flexed my muscles and felt the leather of my armor strain to restrain them. I was at full 

strength, fully armed, and had been training every day. If some wolves want to attack, so be it, I 



will return to camp with a wolfs pelt over my shoulder. A smile crossed my face as I picked up 

my pace, moving through the forest without a second thought. 

As I came to the edge of the forest that surrounded the mound I couldn’t help but feel nervous 

about being spotted. It was still daylight, and to get to the next forested area would require me 

to cross open space. Not far, maybe 100 yards, but that was far enough. Anything could happen 

in the short time it would take me to sprint the distance. I stayed in the shadows of the edge of 

the forest as I gazed out upon the open area, looking for any sign there was anyone near. 

Nothing caught my eye, or made enough noise to distinguish itself over the sounds of the 

forest. No birds flying as if disturbed, no dust in the air from galloping horses. Nothing. I took a 

deep breath and prepared myself to sprint the distance, fully aware that if I was spotted some 

kind of hunting party would come my way. It didn’t matter if they identified it as me at first; a 

man sprinting from forested area to forested area alone and armed to the teeth would raise 

questions. Besides, if Nero was anything like his father, he had eyes everywhere. Taking one 

last look and seeing nothing, I lowered my center of gravity and began across the open area as 

fast as I could, staying as low to the ground as possible. I was nearing the halfway mark, my 

boots thudding against the dry earth and swords rattling in their scabbards when I saw 

movement out of the corner of my eye and whipped my head to my right to observe what had 

spotted me. My eyes met that of a small doe chewing lazily on a small bit of grass, watching me 

as I ran the distance. I felt a sense of relief as well as lack of air as I made it to the other side, 

plunging into the woods as fast as I could until I was overtaken by darkness once more. I 

stopped for a moment and took several deep breaths, my chest heaving and blood pounding in 

my ears. After several minutes I felt well enough to continue, closing the distance between 

myself and Mordarium, and hopefully, Gods be willing, BaBa. 

Something was following me. Hunting me. I couldn’t distinguish what it was, human or animal, 

but it managed to stick with me regardless of the speed at which I moved. If I sped up or slowed 

down, changed direction rapidly, it would too. It stayed at the perfect distance where it was 

almost like I was hearing things, but I knew better. A cold sweat began to creep over my body 

as I looked wildly around me for what was making the noises and saw nothing through the 

dense shrubbery and the darkness the canopy provided. I waited, still and quiet, but heard no 

footsteps and no shifting in the forest. Whatever it was I could feel its presence but couldn’t 

pinpoint its location. It was if it was mocking me. I drew my kukri and kept it at my side as I 

continued through the forest, the footsteps beginning again as well. I decided I was dealing 

with a human, an intelligent and gifted hunter at that. All I could do was keep my distance for 

now and stay aware. Whoever it was could decide to strike at any moment, but I would be 

ready. I was lost in thought after a moment, visualizing an attacker making themselves known 

and how I would respond. Each scenario I ran through in my mind grew my confidence, and 

that was good. Confidence is key, as long as it doesn’t lead to arrogance, as BaBa used to say. I 



continued along, one ear listening to the small footsteps following me and one……hearing 

something else. Horses and the faint shouts of men. “Damn” I muttered to myself softly, 

adrenaline filling my veins as I looked around me for places to flee. I could move back deeper 

into the forest and risk running into whatever was following me, or I could continue and risk 

being captured by whoever was growing closer on horseback. Looking around me once more 

with no good options something came to me. I would go up. I found the nearest tree, sheathed 

my kukri and began climbing as quickly as I could, the hoof beats of horses beginning to ring in 

my ears as they drew closer with each passing second. 

The group of five men rode passed with no issues, and from my vantage point I could watch as 

they rode off in the distance. I was willing to bet my life it was one of Nero’s poses, and I don’t 

bet my life often. I stayed in my vantage point, watching them grow smaller and smaller until 

they grew close to the outskirts of Mordarium and stopped near a small structure shrouded in 

shadow from a surrounding wooded area. From this distance it appeared there were more 

horses tied up outside and several small cooking fires as well. I guessed it was a meeting place 

for Nero and his men. “Got you” I said to myself as I began to descend from the top of the tree I 

had scaled, listening intently for more incoming men and horses or the footsteps of whatever 

had been following me earlier. I reached the bottom and began to make my way back toward 

camp, happy to feel like I was doing something of use once more. As soon as I got back to camp 

I would wake Abe and tell him of what I observed, pack up camp, and move out. We would 

strike tonight. 

I shook Abe repeatedly before I could rouse him, and even then he remained half asleep. “What 

do you want DuPaul, we still have a couple more hours before the sun sets and we need to 

move out.” I shook Abe once more for good measure, “We move out now. I found what I’m 

guessing is a base camp for Nero’s men and they may be holding BaBa there.” Abe raised an 

eyebrow before sighing heavily and rolling over and springing to his feet, incredibly limber for 

someone who had just woken up. “Okay DuPaul, once we get near this base camp, what then? 

How do we get closer to investigate with Nero’s men walking around? How many are guarding 

the area at least, so I know what I’m dealing with?” “I don’t know for sure Abe, ten maybe 

fifteen, maybe more.” “Ten, fifteen, maybe more?” Abe repeated back to me in a snide manor. 

“That doesn’t do me any good DuPaul other than tell me there is a wide range in number of 

men present, most of which I am assuming are armed and looking for-“ I cut him off, grabbing 

him by his robe and drew him close, looking up into his eyes with all the seriousness I could 

muster. “I have a plan Abe. Now pack your things and let’s go.” Abe only stood there for a 

moment, a blank look on his face. “A plan? May I ask what this plan of yours is DuPaul?” “You 

said their looking for me right?” “Well yes, I thought that was common knowledge.” I couldn’t 

help but chuckle, “well Abe I’m going to give them what they want. I’m going to show my face 

and see what happens.” Abe’s eyes opened wide and his mouth hung open before he 



recovered himself. “You’re just going to show yourself and then what? Run like hell?” “Exactly” 

I replied as I shouldered my pack filled with supplies and began walking toward our new base 

camp. Abe quickly did the same, and had caught up to me after several paces. When he 

reached my side I let him know the second half of my plan. “After I draw them off you sneak in, 

eliminate any threats, grab BaBa and meet me back at camp.” “Just like that?” Abe asked, not 

sounding convinced. “Just like that.” I replied. 

We had been watching the group of Nero’s men for about an hour, waiting for the sun to begin 

setting and for the drink and food to kick in. They may killers, but these men were predictable. 

Throw some food and drink in their bellies, sit them next to a fire and before long they would 

be out. Or so I hoped. Abe cleared his throat next to me but I ignored it and continued straining 

my eyes as I observed the group of men. He cleared his throat again before I turned and looked 

at him with a raised eye brow. “Yes?” I asked in a quiet tone. “I count seventeen men DuPaul, 

and nine horses. Are you sure you can outrun that?” “Positive Abe, I know this area better than 

anyone from Mordarium except for BaBa. Their on my battle ground now.” “If you insist.” Abe 

responded before blending into the shadows and getting into positon. I took a deep breath 

before rising myself, exiting the small bit of woods and closing the distance between myself and 

Nero’s men. As I approached I knocked an arrow, ready to strike down any man who might 

recognize me before I could get into positon. These fools never even looked up as I approached, 

crouching low and taking a wide berth around the group and inching closer to where their 

horses were tied up. One with the shadows I closed in, inching closer ever so slowly. I was 

within 10 feet of the group when the horses began to smell me and become agitated, pulling 

against their reins tied to a post. I put my bow and arrow away before unsheathing my kukri as 

quietly as I could, took a deep breath, and stepped from the shadows.  

“I heard you boys were looking for me?” I said loudly, stepping toward the tied up horses as 

every half-drunk man turning their heads, their gaze coming to a rest upon me. They all looked 

from one man to another, obviously dumbfounded by what came next. “Well then, come and 

get me, no rush.” I said, jubilance in my voice at the sheer audacity of what I was doing. As the 

men began to scramble to come after me I began cutting the reins of their horses, watching 

with glee as they began running in every direction, trampling some as they went. I was nearing 

the last horse when one of the men who had avoided being trampled nearly grabbed me in a 

bear hug, but not before I had cut the last horse free and slapped its rump, the horse kicking 

wildly and connecting with the man’s chest, caving it in and sending him sprawling ten feet 

from us. I grabbed onto the cut reins and threw myself onto the horses back and began fleeing 

from the camp, straining to see there the dust and darkness that now occupied the air. The 

camp had come to life like a bees hive as I kicked my horse, bringing it to a gallop in the 

direction away from both the structure and our camp. Several men who had been able to grab 

a horse for themselves were in pursuit as well as every other man on foot as far as I could tell. 



Arrows began to wiz by me as I ducked and made myself as small as a target as possible against 

the horses neck. I managed to unsling my bow and knock an arrow once more, spinning in my 

saddle and taking aim. One, two, three, arrows I fired, each connecting with a rider and 

knocking them from their saddle from the sheer power of the bow. I slung my bow across my 

back once more, grabbed hold of the reins, and galloped off full speed leaving nothing but a 

dust cloud in my wake. 

I watched from the Shadows as DuPaul caused a commotion among the group of Nero’s men. 

He did his job well, and before too long most men in the camp had gone except for a choice 

few. The warriors of the group I imagined. I waited for some time, the sun inching its way down 

the horizon casting blackness upon us. As the darkness of the night settled in and before the 

stars truly came out I made my move, inching closer to what men remained through the utter 

darkness. I watched as I grew silently closer, gauging their movements and coming up with a 

plan in my mind. It wouldn’t take much I decided. I could hear the men talking among 

themselves, too loud to be able to hear my footsteps coming. One of the men had foolishly 

drifted closer to the edge of the wood where I hid. I reached out of the darkness and wrapped 

my hand around his mouth, my other hand grabbing him by the belt and yanking him into the 

shadows where I crushed his wind pipe. A silent, but cruel death. Three more to go. I let the 

man fall to the ground loudly, instantly getting the remaining three men’s attention. They drew 

their swords and began walking toward the wooded area, their footsteps covering up the sound 

of me drawing my own longsword. I waited, hardly breathing as they inched closer, one man 

leading the group followed closely behind by another. I took my sword and held it like a spear, 

waiting for the perfect moment to strike. As the lead man grew within a few feet of the wood I 

threw my sword as hard as I could from the darkness, skewering the lead man and the man 

who had been following, a loud exhale coming from both as they fell to the ground lifeless. The 

third man looked wildly around before turning and beginning to flee. I stepped from the 

shadows and chased after the man, catching up to him in five quick steps. I grabbed the man’s 

head from behind and twisted, snapping his neck and letting him fall to the dirt quietly. I 

returned to the two men and removed my sword, wiped their blood on their filthy trousers and 

turned my attention toward the structure that appeared to stand empty before me. 

I found myself standing in small room inside the filthy and run down meeting place for Crowley, 

and now his sons’ men. I had combed the place twice, looked for any sign of a hidden hatch and 

found nothing. I thought I had stumbled onto something when I passed through what appeared 

to be the kitchen, a dank smell coming up from the floor. I pried away one of the floorboards 

expecting to find a room full of Nero’s horrors but was surprised to only find a small cellar, 

complete with emptied wine bottles and old rotting meat hanging from the low rafters. No 

BaBa in sight. I must be missing something I thought to myself, but a nagging suspicion in my 

gut told me I wasn’t. This place must be what it appeared to be, nothing more than a meeting 



place. Regardless I decided to comb the house once more, clearing the kitchen and wash room 

once more before ascending the stairs to the second level. I methodically entered each room, 

cleared it and moved on before finding myself in the last room at the far end of the house. 

Something dawned on me as I stood there that I hadn’t noticed before, and scolded myself for 

not. A window. Not just any window but the ONLY window. It looked out into the darkness and 

wooded area behind the structure. From the window I could see what appeared to be the tree 

line butting up against a small rock face. It wasn’t the rock face that caught my attention 

though, but the man that sat slumped naked on the ground before it, and the door that stood 

open behind it. I immediately headed back downstairs, stopping at the door to listen. The men 

had not returned. I exited the home and clung to the shadows as I moved toward the rock face. 

I surveyed the area from the shadows and listened intently. Whoever this person was had been 

left alone, I thought to myself. Moving toward the rock face I couldn’t help but smell death 

upon the man, bowels emptied as he died. I knelt over the man and immediately noticed his 

neck had been snapped, his head hanging at an awkward angle as he lay face down in the dirt 

as well as the fact he was still warm to the touch. There was a pile of clothing next to the man, 

bloody and warn, too small to belong to this man and not of the same scent. I picked up the 

clothing, turned my attention toward the door, and entered what appeared to be a cave hewn 

into the rock face. 

The smell of rot, blood, and fear instantly hit me as I entered the small room. There was 

nothing but a small table, chains against the wall and what appeared to be a small table hewn 

into the rock on the far wall. There was blood spattering nearly every surface, and not all from 

one person, some still shining crimson and other spots….not so fresh. It reeked of sorrow. I 

circled the room slowly, analyzing everything and finding nothing of note. If BaBa had been 

here, I saw no sign of it. I began to feel sorrow for DuPaul, as well as trying to think of 

something to tell him. He would be furious. As I was turning to leave I saw something on the 

backside of the door I had not noticed when I entered. A symbol carved low to the ground in 

the wood. A symbol I did not recognize. I memorized it quickly before slipping out of the cave 

and back into the night toward our camp. 

“What did you find?” I asked Abe as I paced around the small fire I had built. He set down his 

weapons before sitting on the ground and stretching his hands over the fire absorbing its 

warmth. As the light danced across his face I could see how tired Abe was, but I couldn’t wait. 

“Abe what did you find?” He looked at me sharply, a sadness in his eyes. “I didn’t find BaBa if 

that’s what you’re.” “Yes Abe I can see that,” I retorted, doing my best to keep my voice down. I 

added more kindling to the fire and sat down next to Abe as he began telling me what he 

observed. As his story unraveled I couldn’t help but feel rage boiling in my gut. What had Nero 

done to her? Where had she gone? I thought to myself, fading away from the conversation and 

further into my own thought when I felt Abe tap me on the arm. “DuPaul did you hear me? I 



said I found this’.” Abe said as he held up a lump of what appeared to be soiled rags. I grabbed 

them and held them near my nose. They smelled of BaBa, a very filthy BaBa that is but still fresh 

enough that her scent hadn’t yet faded. “Where did you find them?” “Next to a naked man who 

had his neck snapped, still warm to the touch.” I stood instantly, a feeling of excitement 

cascading through me. She was alive. She escaped! “I also saw something else. A symbol. I don’t 

know what to make of it, but maybe you will.” Abe reached and grabbed a small twig from our 

kindling pile before drawing a symbol in the dirt. I strained to see it in the darkness, our small 

fire only illuminating half of it, but I knew what is was. I couldn’t help but laugh quietly to 

myself, Abe staring at me like he just witnessed a cow walking off a cliff to its own death. “What 

does it mean DuPaul?” “It means I know where BaBa is. If she is there, she’s safe. For now at 

least. Eat and rest well Abe, for when the sun rises we set out to find and rescue BaBa.” 


